
Buy now.  
Pay as you like.

making people happy



Сommerce platform

Product verticals 



2017 300M. 12M. 35M.

3,000 100M. 156M. 8M.

6M.
net profit run-rate

250K.28M.



We have doubled our quarterly 
GMV in the last 4 quarters

GMV

Q1 2021 Q1 2022

Transactions

Q1 2021 Q1 2022



ESTO for business



ESTO has an unique 
and strong value offer 
for the merchants

Marketing

Payments Buy now, pay later



ESTO for people



Switch

Network Withdraw

ESTO account is

the all-in-one shopping 
account for people.



ESTO´s strength lies in the ability 
to provide valuable services for 

both sides of the network

ESTO checkout for businesses x 
ESTO account for users

ESTO network self-
reinforcing cycle



Why ESTO succeeds

2x lower overheads from its competitorsLocal licenses
Localised operations in each 
operating country. 

Compared to other industry participants 
ESTO is unique in the ability to monetise 
its customers and partners.

Compared to other payment solution 
providers, ESTO is unique in it’s ability to 
issue credit and manage risk on its own.

ESTO is a valuable local shopping network 
to be in for both the businesses and users. 

Defensibility
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Experts in user acquisition, 
increasing of engagement 
and retention

User acquisition methods 
from merchant network

Engagement increase

inside platform

User retention inside ESTO 
ecosystem



€2,000

ESTO has figured out

a profitable business model 
which in turn is reflected  
in our high Customer 
Revenue Lifetime Value



€400K3.8% €200K

ESTO is one of the most 
efficient commerce platform 

companies in the world



ESTO has been able to manage its credit risk 
flawlessly from the start of the company

Total Portfolio CA PD HP PD



Snapshot

of financials

Group Financials, €M. 2021 2022, 6m



ESTO scale up 
in the Baltics



21

Organisation is built

for scaling

ESTO Holdings provides group level services for its current 
and future operating entities. Group level functions such 
as HR, credit risk, marketing, GDPR, finance, product, data, 
engineering, legal, security and compliance.

Operating entities are lean and responsible of the 
local sales, support and collection activities for their 
respective countries.
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Building the 
strongest fintech 
team in Europe

65 10



Mikk Metsa

ESTO Group

www.esto.eu/lv

www.esto.eu/ee www.esto.eu/lt

www.esto.eu/global


